The article contains methods for conducting and results of research on the optimization of the navigation charts scale. The methodology is based on the principles of information theory. The basis for the calculation were the data read from the Polish charts. Certain been recommended optimal scales of the navigation charts.
ANNUAL OF NAVIGATION
Thus, the load intensity in the second, third and fourth case is approximately 3, 4 and 7 times greater than depicted on the navigation charts of the open sea.
As a cartographic symbols for navigation charts are used:
 mostly linear symbols (about 50% parts),  equally (20%-25%) point symbols and area symbols.
3. Analysis of navigation charts area load, carried out on the example of the Gulf of Gdansk, has indicated a strong influence of the purposeful generalization during a composition charts of the intensely developed areas:  navigation charts at a scale of 1:50 000 contain about 4 thousand cartographic signs per 100 square nautical miles;  navigation charts on a scale 1:100 000 contain about 1,5 thousand marks on 100 square nautical miles, which is about 38% of the marks allocated to this surface as illustrated by maps at a scale of 1:50 000;  navigation charts on a scale 1: 250 000 contain about 0,5 thousand marks per 100 square nautical miles, which is about 33% of the marks attributed to the surface as illustrated by maps on a scale 1:100 000, and about 13% of the number of characters on the maps at a scale of 1:50 000.
4. Reducing the scale of the chart during a cartographic generalization (Ma / Mi) theoretically would be expected decrease in the number of cartographic symbols respectively:  up to 25% at Ma = 150 000 and Mi = 1 000 000;  up to 4% at Ma = 1:50 000 and Mi = 1: 250 000.
Clearly the differences point to the dominant influence of the purposeful generalization on the charts. This phenomenon is mainly due to the nature of the navigation charts as thematic maps intended for a selected team of specialists.
THE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF POLISH NEVIGATION CHARTS GENERALIZATION
The collected empirical data allow you to show the discrete cartographical signs (point) as a function approximating their course. This is important for:  the possibility of a smooth change of scale imaging and navigation chart;  practical quantification of chart's images.
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Data can be presented in the form of Table 1 connecting the chart relative scale (Ma / Mi) = x0 and the number of registered objects N = y0.
Tab. 1. The area load of Polish navigation charts in function of their scale
Analytical form you can get a variety of methods, due to the small number of data contained in the array is proposed to apply the homographic functions.
Due to the dependence of area load charts on the scale, having only 3 pairs of data it has proposed to simplify the form, the host factor c = 1. After substituting the data obtained the following equation describing the number of conventional signs on the waters of 100 square nautical miles as a function of the relative scales
If hypothetically consider only the scale generalization, the number of conventional signs has been described by the following equation
In turn, the number of cartographic symbols 'added' as a result of generalization thematic, as the difference 
This function increases and reaches a maximum at point  
which corresponds to chart scale 1:75 000. Then slowly already decreases asymptotically parallel to Ns.
ANNUAL OF NAVIGATION

DESCRIPTION OF CARTOGRAPHIC GENERALIZATION THROUGH EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE
A s s u m p t i o n s o f c a r t o g r a p h i c g e n e r a l i z a t i o n
The process of cartographic generalization combines contradictions. On the one hand, should meet the requirements for minimizing losses cartographic information, and on the other hand, should ensure the emergence of all the most important relationships between objects, which does not coincide with the principle of the diversity of content generalization.
The contradiction is in contrast purposes of generalization associated with a reduction scale of the chart and number of objectives related to the reduction of detail of the chart.
Exact analytical presentation and description of the generalization is labor--intensive process and not fully solved theoretically. In the general case, the process of generalization is proposed to be described by a differential equation containing partial derivatives of the first order type Regular solution to this equation will be a collection of three-dimensional space as a function of a linear reduction of scales. Three-dimensional surface can describe the density of bottom contours, character pitch point or line elements on the chart or the intensity of the other cartographical elements or phenomena.
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C a r t o g r a p h i c a l g e n e r a l i z a t i o n o f t h e l i n e a n d a r e a s y m b o l s
In the process of generalization is done to simplify the contour and select items map content, which leads to simplification of the form of analytic functions describing their position in space. In this case, the general solution (envelope surface collection) can bring a linear function.
In this case, you can find the function of generalization for the case of linear symbols, taking into account the reduction of size of linear (and surface) symbols in the process of generalization.
The chart area load output (a generalized) can be characterized by the following indicators:
N0
-number of conventional signs, P0 = x0, y0 -area of generalizing portion of the chart, σ = N0 / P0 -load density.
For elements (symbols) content decreasing in proportion to the reduction scale of the chart is proposed that the following relationships:
where: N1 -number of cartographic conventional signs emerging as a result of reducing the linear scale, u1
-the value of function of linear elements generalization, 1 -constant of the scale generalization, g1(Ma / Mi) -generalization function of linear elements, Ma / Mi -a reduction of linear scale in the process of generalization.
The chart area load by surface elements is proposed to be characterized by the following equations:
where: N2 -number of cartographic elements appearing by reducing their surface area on the chart, u2
-the value of function of area elements generalization, 1 -constant of the scale generalization, g2 (Ma / Mi) -generalization function of area elements and groups of point symbols.
T h e l i n e a r a p p r o x i m a t i o n o f c h a r t g e n e r a l i z a t i o n f u n c t i o n
The function of generalization should be determined by experimenting as the aggregate value of the function of generalization of all types of conventional signs appearing on the original chart. The resulting value will indicate the proportions of content items, and thus the relative overload of some of them.
If, as a first approximation to propose the linear nature of the generalization and borderline generalized chart characterized by the following indicators: The number of cartographic symbols (area load maps) within the indicated range of scales can be determined from the following equation:
